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Introduction

Let us consider the equation

d2« / d2u        d2u \ â2u du
L(u) =. A2,o—- + Ax,x[-1-J + A0,t-1- Ax.o —

dx2 \dxdy     dydx/ dy2 dx
(A) 7

du
+ A0,x-h Ao.oU = V,

dy

where the A's and u are complex-valued functions, such that the above ex-

pression has a meaning on a bounded connected region 5 in the real XY-

plane. We assume that the A's are bounded measurable functions on S. We

shall restrict u in such a manner that (A) may be considered a linear trans-

formation between two Hilbert spaces.

In the first five sections of this paper, we study the linear transformations

between two abstract Hilbert spaces §1 and !q2, which are regarded as coin-

ciding only in special cases. While our investigations are naturally based on

the modern workf on the subject, they are particularly closely allied to a

paper of J. von Neumann.f Roman numerals indicate essentially new results.

In §1 and §2, we adapt the treatment of (N) to our problem to obtain the

elementary theory of such transformations. In §2, we also discuss the sig-

nificance in terms of groups of the adjoint. §3 deals with continuous linear

transformations and while most of these results are well known,|| Theorem

I is new and is used later. It also can be considered as indicating the "graphi-

cal interpretation" of certain general results of J. von Neumann, which are

cited in connection with the theorem. Theorem II deals with the solution of

* Presented to the Society, March 31,1934; received by the editors April 17 and May 3. 1934.

t Cf. Stone, Linear Transformations in Hilbert Space, American Mathematical Society Collo-

quium Publications, vol. XV, New York, 1932, also Banach, Théorie des Operations Linéaires, War-

saw, 1932. These monographs will be denoted by (S) and (B) respectively.

t Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 33 (1932), pp. 294-310. We will refer to this Memoir by (N).

|| Cf. (B), Chap. I, p. 23, Chap. Ill, p. 37, and Chap. VI, p. 100.
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the equation Tf=g and the note on constructions indicates the computa-

tional methods to be used.

We define "breakage" in §5. The theory of the manifolds which break a

closed linear transformation, with domain everywhere dense in §1, is shown

to be completely analogous to the theory of the manifolds which reduce a self-

adjoint transformation. Considerations of breakage lead to methods which,

in a certain sense, compensate in the study of inverses of contractions of a

closed linear transformation for the lack of compactness of Hubert space.

In the remaining sections, we return to the consideration of (A). In §6,

we set up a Hubert space 3B, in such a manner that (A) can be considered as

a limited transformation from SB to £2 (§7). In §8, we apply Theorems 1.16

and II, to obtain a generalization of the well known methods of Ritz.* In

the remaining sections we show that it is possible to use the same notions,

concerning transformations between Hubert spaces, to solve a quite general

type of boundary problem (cf. §10). Certain restrictions on the boundary of

5 are used and these are given in §9.

Our methods apply to partial differential equations as such and we are not

restricted to differential systems as previous writers have been, who use

Hubert space.f In this connection, it may be pointed out that while in the

methods used here it is not necessary to take into account the distinction

between elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic equations, nevertheless when

these methods are applied, the results are essentially different. For instance,

examples indicate that if the expression Liu) is elliptic, the range of the

transformation T of §7 is the whole space S2 and that this is not true in

general if Liu) is non-elliptic, although the range of T may be everywhere

dense in 22. See examples in §8.

1. General definitions and theorems

The present section is devoted to general definitions and theorems. A

knowledge of the definitions and elementary theorems of Hubert space is

assumed. (Cf. e.g. (S),Chap. 1.) We shall employ Stone's notation systemati-

cally. We shall let ( , )i, ( , )2 stand for the inner products in §i and

§2 respectively.

Definition 1.1. By the icartesian) product, i&i X í>2, of the Hubert spaces

£>i and £>2 idistinct or not), is meant the space of all ordered pairs {fi, f2),

fi*$?i, fie&i, with the linear operations ( + , a) and the inner product ( , )i,2

defined by the equations

* Journal für Mathematik, vol. 135 (1908-09), pp. 1-61.
t For an application of the methods of this space to differential equations, compare (S) (see

index).
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{fu M + {gi,g*} = {/i + gi, h + gz] ;

a'{fi,M = {«-fu afi};

i{fl,h), {gl, g2})l.2 = (/i, gi)i + if2, gui-

lt is known that the space §iX§2 is a Hilbert space (cf. (S), Theorem

1.26).   To   every  pair   {fx, f2}t&xXSi>2   we   make   correspond   the   pair

{/2, fx}e§2X§i and if SçiQxXtQ2 is given we denote by S-1 the set which is

in §2XÍ>i and whose elements correspond to elements in 5.

We now introduce the notion of a many-one correspondence between a

set 2) £§i and a set 9? ç§2 in abstract form.

Definition 1.2. 7,e¿ Xbe a non-empty subset of¡QxXÍQ2, no two of the ordered

pairs of X having the same first element. Then % is called a transformation from

§i to §2; when regarded as carrying the first element fx of each pair {fx, f2}eX

into the second f2, it is denoted by T:f2 = Tfx (T being obviously "single-valued").

By the domain X) of X (or T) is meant the class of first elements, and by the

range 9î of X, the class of second elements of the class of ordered pairs X. We also

write ÍR = TX).

When several transformations (Ti, T2, T', T*, etc.) are studied, their

respective domains, ranges, etc., are designated with corresponding marks

(3>i, ©2, ¡D'f £>*, etc., 9îi, S»», 9î', {R*, etc., %i, X2, %', X*, etc.).

Definition 1.3. Let Tx and T2 be two transformations from ¡Qx to §2; (a) if

Xx = X2, we write Tx = T2, then 5Di = £>2 and $i = 9î2; (b) */ ©i©2^0, Fi+F2

shall be the transformation (cf. Definition 1.2) corresponding to the set

ÏÇ§iX§2, defined as follows: X is the class of all pairs {fx, f2} such that

/ifSrîii and f2 = Xxfx+T2fx; (c) if a is a scalar, aTx shall correspond to the

class X of all pairs {fx, af2}e^>xX^t, such that {fx,f2}eXx- By Definition 1.2,

aFi is a transformation.

Definition 1.4. Let §i, £>2, §3 be three Hilbert spaces (distinct or not) and

let Tx and T2 denote transformations from §i to §2 and from §2 to §3, respec-

tively, corresponding with the respective sets XxÇ.&xX&t and X2£ÍQ2XÍQí.

Suppose furthermore ÏRx-X)29*0. Then the product T=T2Tx shall denote the

transformation from §i to ÍQ3, determined by the set XÇ&xX!q3, defined in the

following manner. X shall be the class of all pairs {fx, f3} e§i X &3 for which there

exists an element/2eUïi-jD2(ç§2) such that {fx,f2}eXx and {/2,/3}e2:2.

It should be observed that the symbol TxT2 has no meaning in general,

and even in the special case where §i = i>2 = §3 and TxT2 can exist, it is, in

general, distinct from F2Fi.
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Definition 1.5. The notation Ti 2 P2 and TiZ>T2 is used to signify that

£i3. Zi and Xi s 3T2, respectively. In the former case 7\ is said to be an extension

ofTi, Ti a contraction of Th or the contraction of Tiwith domain ©2; in the latter

case Ti is said to be a proper extension of T2, T2 a proper contraction of Ti.

Definition 1.6. Let the transformation T from §i to §2 be such that the set

£ contains no two pairs with the same last elements. Then T is said to have an

inverse T~l, which is defined by the set £-1c ^32X§i, consisting of the pairs in Ï,

with their order inverted.

Note the obvious relations

ST1 = 91; 5R-1 = £>; TT~l ci,  T~lT çl.

Definition 1.7. A sequence of transformations {Tn} from §i to £>2, with

domains {£>„}, is said to converge on the set © if

(1) ©çliminf £)„;*

(2) for every /e©, the sequence {/, T„f} converges.

A sequence of transformations {Tn ), from §i to ^2, is said to have the limit

T on © if
(1) ©c(lim inf £)„)•£);

(2) for every /e©, the sequence {/, Tnf) converges to {/, Tf).

We shall write T„-^T, n—><*> on ©.

Since Hubert space is complete, it is easy to show

Theorem 1.1. If a sequence {Tn] from §i to §2 converges on ©, then there

exists a transformation T from !ç>i to §2, such that Tn—>P, n—>°o on ©. If

Tn—>P on ©, then the sequence {Tn} is convergent on ©.

Definition 1.8. A transformation T from §t to §2 is said to be continuous

at an element f in its domain, if to each positive number e, there corresponds a

positive number ô = 5(e, /) such that whenever g is an element of 3D, satisfying

the inequality \\f—g\\i¿b, the element Tg satisfies the inequality ||P/—P^||2^e.

A transformation T is said to be continuous, if it is continuous at every element

in its domain.

Definition 1.9. A transformation T from §x to §2 is said to be closed if Ï

is closed.

Definition 1.10. A transformation T from !&i to §2 is said to be linear if t

is a linear manifold.

* lim inf 35„ is the set of points, each of which is in all but a finite number of the ("almost

every")©,..
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We state the following theorems the proofs of which are easy and may be

omitted.

Theorem 1.2. The domain and range of a linear transformation are linear

manifolds.

Theorem 1.3. // Pi and T2 are two linear transformations from §i to $2,

then aTi and Ti+T2 are linear transformations.

Theorem 1.4. // P2 is a linear transformation from §i to §2 and Ti is a

linear transformation from ÍQ2 to !q3, then T = TiT2 is linear.

Theorem 1.5. If T is a linear transformation possessing an inverse then

T~l is linear. If T is a closed transformation possessing an inverse, then P_1

is closed.

Theorem 1.6. // T is a transformation, any subset of X is a transformation.

Theorem 1.7. 7/ the transformation T has a linear extension then there

exists a unique linear transformation T such that

(1) T is an extension of T;

(2) if T' is linear and P'2 T, then P'2 T.

If T has a closed linear extension then there exists a unique closed linear trans-

formation T such that

(1) T is an extension of T and T;

(2) if T' is a closed linear extension of T, P'ç T.

If T has a (closed) linear extension TQ, we take for T (or T) the (closed)

linear manifold determined by X- The theorem follows immediately from

Theorem 1.6, Definitions 1.8 and 1.9 above, and (S) Definition 1.4.

2. The perpendicular and adjoint of a transformation

We return to the study of perfectly general transformations Ti from $i

to £»2 and P2 from §2 to $i, determined by the sets Xi and X2 in §i X £>2 and

$2X§i respectively While our treatment paraphrases the work of (N), we

wish to call attention to the simplicity in conceptions and proofs obtained by

studying directly not the adjoint but the perpendicular to a transformation,

which notion we define as follows.

Definition 1.11. The transformations Tifrom £>i to §2, and T2from §2 to

$i, shall be said to be perpendicular isymbolically Ti -LP2) if ïr1 and Xi are

orthogonal in §2X§i. They shall be said to be adjoint (Pi a T2), provided that Pi

and — T2 are perpendicular.

Obviously Pi ±P2 implies T2 -LTi; also Pi ±T2 implies that, for all pairs

{/, Tif}eXand {T2g, g}tX2,
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0 = ({/, Txf}, {Ttg, g\)x.t = if, T2g)x + (Fi/, g)2,

and conversely this equation, valid for all/eSDi and geX)2, implies that Tx ±T2.

We are immediately led to the following theorem which connects our defi-

nition with the usual one.f

Theorem 1.8. The relation Tx a T2 will hold if and only if

if, T2g)x = iTxf, g)2

for all /eSDi, and geX)2, and further Tx a F2 implies T2 a TV

We now suppose given a perfectly general transformation T from §i to

¡Qt, X and X) being as usual, and consider the problem of finding transforma-

tions perpendicular to it. We are led to the following theorem.

Theorem 1.9. Let Xa- be the class of all elements of §2 X §i, orthogonal to

St-1. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Xa- constitute a transforma-

tion from §2 to ¡fa, is that X) span §i.J When X spans $i, then T ±T' if and

only if X' <=XX.

The proof is quite analogous to that of (S) Theorem 2.6.

Definition 1.12. When the transformation T from §i to §2 is such that X)

spans §i, then TL defined by the set Xa-, of Theorem 1.9, is called the perpendicular

of T, and T*= —T± is called the adjoint of T.%

The following Theorems are capable of very simple proofs which we omit.

Theorem 1.10. If T1 exists, then Xs- is the orthogonal complement in £>2 X £i

of the closed linear manifold determined by X-1.

Theorem 1.11. If TL exists, then it is a closed linear transformation.

Theorem 1.12. If T is a transformation from §i to §2, whose domain de-

termines §i, and whose range determines $2, and if T possesses an inverse, then

T*- and (T_1)x are inverses.

X1 and (£-1)x correspond to transformations by Theorem 1.9 and it is

easy to verify that (jE-l)_1 = (Ï_1)j"! since the correspondence SI~S1-1 pre-

serves orthogonality.

t Cf. (S) Definition 2.7, (B) p. 99.
J The closed linear manifold determined by3) is £>i.

§ For limited transformations (cf. §4), in view of Theorem 1.8, this definition is equivalent to

that given by (B) p. 99. Remembering that a Hilbert space is self-dual, we see that to every linear

functional on ©j, Y or on !ç>i,X, we can make correspond respectively an /e^and an/*§i such that

Y{h) = (Ä,/)2;X(g) = (g, f*)i for all h in £2 and all g in §l Thus when T is limited and X=TY then

(g,f*)i = X{g) = T(Y)(g) = Y(Tg) = (Tg, f), orr=T*f.
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Theorem 1.13. A necessary and sufficient condition that a transformation

T from $i to §2, with domain everywhere dense in ffo, should have a closed linear

extension is that the domain of Tx iand hence of T*) be everywhere dense in £2.

If f exists then f = (P-1) -1- = - ( - P*) * = (P*) *.

The proofs of this theorem and the three following are quite similar to

the proofs of the corresponding theorems in the memoir of von Neumann.

Theorem 1.14. Let T be a closed linear transformation from !Qi to §2, with

domain everywhere dense in §i. Then Px and T* are closed and linear and

their common domain is everywhere dense in §2, and T*T is self-adjoint.^

Theorem 1.15. Let T be as in Theorem 1.14. Let £)i be the domain of T*T

and Pi the contraction of T with domain 3Di. Then Ti = T.

Theorem 1.16. Let T be as in Theorem 1.14. Let the linear manifold of all

fefèi such that Tf=0 be denoted by 9Î and the linear manifold of all feÍQ2 such

that T*f=0 be denoted by 9i*; then 91 and 9Î* are closed, and if 9Jî(9î) and

9Ji(9i*) denote the closed linear manifolds determined by 9Î and 9Î*, respectively,

then

Mim*) = §i e 9i;  iBi(9t) = $2 e 91*.

A Hubert space is of course an Abelian group with operators (i.e., multi-

plication by scalars).f A linear manifold 9JÎ is an Abelian subgroup of § and

hence we can form the quotient group §/9JÎ, i.e., the group of the remainder

classes of !q, mod 9JÎ.§ Now if 9JÎ is closed, §-€>9Jc is simply isomorphic to

Q/W under the correspondence which links /e£09JÎ with the remainder

class, which consists of all elements congruent to/, mod 27?.

Let X correspond to a closed linear transformation from §i to §2.

StJ-£:$2X§i is simply isomorphic to the quotient group of X'1. These notions

persist even when considered in linear vector space @ more general than

Hilbert space where, however, Xx is isomorphic with the set of linear func-

tionals on ŒiX<Ei/X~l.

3. Continuous linear transformations

We now consider continuous linear transformations. Where proofs are

omitted the theorems are either special cases of theorems in (B) or their

proofs are quite analogous to the proofs of corresponding theorems in (S).

Theorem 1.17. If a linear transformation T from §i to §2 is continuous at

one element in its domain it is uniformly continuous at each point in its domain.

t Cf. (S) 2.11. A transformation (in £>) is said to be self-adjoint if it is equal to its adjoint.

% Cf. van der Waerden, Höhere Algebra, vol. 1, chap. 6, Springer, 1932.

§ Cf. van der Waerden, loc. cit., vol. 1, pp. 31-36, 132-135.
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Theorem 1.18. If T is a linear transformation from §1 to §2, then T is

continuous if and only if there is a positive number C such that for allfeX),

\\Tf\\i¿C\\f\\i.

Definition 1.13. A linear transformation T from §i to §2 is said to be

limited if there exists a C such that for all feX)

\\Tf\\i¿C\\f\\i.

The least such C is called the bound of C.

Theorem 1.19. If T is a continuous linear transformation from ¡Qi to §2,

with bound C, then T exists and has the bound C and the domain of T is the

closed linear manifold determined by 3).

Theorem 1.20. If T is a limited transformation with bound C from Qi to §2,

with domain spanning §i, then P* exists and is closed and limited with bound C

and domain §2.

Theorem I. Let T be a closed limited transformation from §i to §2 with

bound C. Let {/„} be a sequence everywhere dense in 2). The sequences {/„, P/n}

and {Tfn} are everywhere dense in X and 9Î respectively. Let {c/>„} be a sequence

which determines 25. Then the sequences {</>„, Pc/>„] and {Pc/>„} determine X

and 9Î respectively.

Let {/, Tf\ eX. Then given an € >0, we can find an/such that

íl>--»l<7+¿-
Then

\\{f,Tf} - {/n)P/„}||i.2 = |[{/-/n)P(/-/n)}||..2

= (11/ - Mli + II r/ - Tfn\\l)U2 ¿ 11/ - Ml i + II ?y - ayJI*

= 11/- /«IK + \\Tif-f»)\U = a + Oil/-/»||i < e.
We have also shown that ||P/—P/„|| <e.

The proof of the last statement of the theorem is simplified by the follow-

ing lemma whose proof is almost immediate. It is convenient to introduce the

following notation. We denote by 9J?(©) the linear manifold determined by

@, and by 9J?(©) the closed linear manifold determined by ©.

Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition that a sequence {kn} determine

a closed linear manifold 3), is that the denumerable set Ri{kn}) consisting of

all elements in the form 2"r'^<> n being any integer, the r¡ being rational com-

plex, be everywhere dense in £).
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We apply the lemma to show that R( {</><}) is everywhere dense in 3).

Then we apply the part of the theorem already proved to show that

R({ {<pi, Tcpi] }) and R({Tcpi}) are everywhere dense in X and dt respec-

tively. These facts and the lemma imply that { {$,-, T<pi} } and {T<pi\ de-

termine X and 5R, respectively.

Theorem II. Let T be a limited transformation from §i to §2, with domain

§1 and range determining ¡Q2. Then T* exists and is limited with domain §2

and has an inverse. Let {^{} be a complete orthonormal set in $1, {<pi} a com-

plete orthonormal set in §2.

Let {xi} be a sequence in ¡Qx, which is obtained by orthonormalizing the

sequence {T*<f>i}. Then the sequence {x.} determines ÇiOSft; or Tf=0 if and

only if (J, x.)i = 0for every i. A necessary and sufficient condition that an element

geiQ2 be in the range of T is that

Í\ig, T*->xdt\2< «o.
1

If ge^R and if

f=è(g,T*-\i)2Xi,
x

then Tf=g.

That T* exists and is limited with domain §2 is implied by Theorem 1.20.

Since the manifold of zeros of T*, 91*, is by Theorem 1.16 equal to

^p2€>9Jî(9î)> 9Í* contains only the element 0, since SDî(3î) =§2, by hypothesis.

Hence F*_1 exists.

Since the sequence {</><} determines §2 and T* is limited, it follows from

Theorem I that the set {F*</>,} determines 2ft(9?*) which is $xQ&, by Theo-

rem 16. Hence when we orthonormalize the set {T*<pi}, the resulting sequence

determines §i09î.

Now one can readily verify that {x¿}£3)*-1 and that {F*_1x<} de-

termines §2 since when we orthonormalize {F*_1x.} we obtain {<pi}.

Now if ge?H, there exists an f'el&x, such that g = Tf. If E is the projection

with range 2R(SR*), then 7 —£ is the projection with range 9?, the manifold

of zeros of T, by Theorem 1.16. Hence g = Tf = TEf+ TÍI-E)f = TEf_ = Tf,
letting Ef =f. Since as shown above the sequence {x<} determines 9Jî(3î*),

we have

/=Z% Z|a.-|2<«>,
1 1

where

a. = if, xOi = if, F*r*-iXi)i = (TV, r*-ix.)2 = ii, T*-ixi)t.
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Thus the condition stated in the theorem is necessary.

It is also sufficient. For suppose

¿|a,|2<oo, ai = ig, T*-iXi)i.
i

Let/=2^"ö<x<; we will show that Tf=g. For we have

{T-bct, TXi)i = iT*T*-iXi, XÙi = (Xi, Xth = S„,

and hence, since T is continuous, for every i

ig - Tf, T*-iXi)i - (f - £ a,TXi; T*~bc^

= is, P*-lX.)2 - ¿ a,iTXi, T*-\i) = ig, P*-ix.) - ai
i

= (g, T*-hiù - (g, T*-*Xi) = 0.

But we have already shown that the sequence {P*_1x.} determines §2.

Hence g-Tf=0 and geft.

If P is not limited and if {/n} is a sequence which determines 9Jî(jD) and

each/neS), then the sequence {/„, P/n} does not necessarily determine X. For

instance let D be the transformation in 82, for the interval 0^x^2-7r ((S)

Theorem 1.24) with domain consisting of all elements in the form

f=c+flgi£)d£, ge?2 and such that Df=g. The sequence {einx), n = 0, ±1,

±2, ■•• -, determines S2, but the element {ex — e2x~x, ex+e2r~x} is orthogonal

to the sequence { [einx, ineinx) }, n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • .f

Note on constructability. It is desirable for the applications which we

will make later to have a method of procedure by which one can use Theorem

1.16 and Theorem II without recourse to Zermelo's Axiom. Zermelo's Axiom

is used in showing that a sub-set of a separable space is separable. For the

applications mentioned it is sufficient to give a method using the operations

of the postulates ((S) p. 3) by which having a set which determines SJJ we

obtain a set which determines §09JÎ. Let 9JÎ be the range of the projection

E. Let {/,-} determine 9JÎ. Let {x.} be the result of applying the Gram-

Schmidt process to {/,}. Let {c/>,-} be a complete orthonormal set in §. Then

we notice that

00

E4>i = X a*Xi,        ai = i<t>i, Xi),
i

f Compare this example with the results in the paper by J. von Neumann, on non-limited infinite

matrices, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 161 (1929), pp. 208-236. It offers a "graphical interpretation"

of the general results.
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and if/e§09Jî then since E is limited

00 00

/ = (1 - E)f = (1 - E)*£bid>i = S i4(l - F)<fc, ft, = (/, ¿,).
i i

Hence the sequence {(1 — E)<pi} determines §09J7

Isometric transformations

Definition 1.14. 77 will be called a unitary transformation from §i to §2

if its domain is §i and its range is ^)2 and if for every f and g in its domain we

have

(«/, ugh = if, g)i-

Definition 1.15. A linear transformation V from £i to !q2 will be said to be

isometric if, for every f and h in its domain, we have

ivf,vh)2 = if,h).

It is hardly necessary to point out that there is at least one unitary trans-

formation between any two Hilbert spaces, since if {<£,} is a complete

orthonormal set in §i and if {-pi} is a complete orthonormal set in ^>2 and

if X = { {<f>i, ypi ] ], then 77 = T is obviously unitary.

The proofs of the following two theorems are quite similar to the proofs

of (S) Theorems 2.42 and 2.43.

Theorem 1.21. A unitary transformation U from §i to §2 is linear con-

tinuous and isometric. U* exists and is unitary. 77-1 exists and 77_1 = 77*.

Theorem 1.22. An isometric transformation V from ¡Qx to §2 is limited and

possesses an isometric inverse. The transformation V exists and is isometric.

The domain and range of V are the closed linear manifolds determined by the,

domain and range of V respectively.

4. von Neumann's theorem

By means of the previous discussion, we are now able to obtain results

corresponding to the remaining Theorems in (N) in a manner analogous to

the proofs given in that memoir. These results follow.

We introduce the transformation P = (F*F)1/2, which is of course in £h.

Theorem 1.23. If T is a closed linear transformation from §i to 1ç>2, with

domain everywhere dense in ¡Qx, and if P = (F*F)1/2, B is self-adjoint in §i,

with domain X and (F/, Fg)2 = (P/, Bg)xfor all fand g of X.
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Theorem 1.24. Let T be a closed linear transformation from &x to !q2, with

domain everywhere dense in $1. Let B = (T*T)112, C = (TT*)1/2; B and C are

self-adjoint. The domain of B is X, the domain of C is X*. Let 9îa denote the

range of B, '¡Rc that of C. Let 9Î and 9Ï* fte as in Theorem 1.16. P/=0 if and

only í//e9c, C/=0 if and only iffeW*. Also

Wtastt) = mm*) = $i e 9î; mm = mm) = §2 e 9c*.
Let E be the projection in §1 ora §i09c = 9Jc(9t*), E' be the projection in §2

ora mm.
There is a transformation W from §1 to ¡Q2, with domain §1 and continuous,

which takes midii) in a single-valued isometric manner onto 9Jc(9î); W* takes

midii) in a single-valued isometric manner onto 9Jc(9c*). W is zero on 9í, W*

is zero on 9c*.

Furthermore W*W = E, WW* = E',

T = WB = CW; T* = BW* = W*C;

B = W*T = T*W; C = TW* = WT*;

C = WBW*; B = W*CW.

The following theorem is now a simple consequence of (S) Theorem 2.25.

Theorem 1.25. If T is a closed transformation from §i to !q2 with domain

§i, then T is bounded.^

5. Breakage

A closed linear transformation is a correspondence which is isomorphic

with respect to Postulate A, (S) p. 3. We will study in this section to what

extent the relationship of orthogonality, introduced in Postulate B, is pre-

served.

Definition I. Let T be a closed linear transformation from §i to §2, with

domain everywhere dense in ¡Qx. A projection F in §i is said to break T if

(1) FfeX for all feX, and
(2) there exists a projection F' (independent of f) such that TFf=F'Tf for

allfeX.
If F breaks T and 9JÎ is the range of F, then m will be said to break T.

We note that conditions (I) and (2) are equivalent to FF2FT.

Theorem III. If F breaks T, a closed linear transformation from $i to iç>2

with domain everywhere dense in ffo, then F' breaks T* and T*F'f = FT*f for

all feX*.

t (B) chap. Ill, Theorem 7, p. 41.
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For all/e£) and gt%)*, we have

(P/,P'g), = iF'Tf, g)2 = iTFf, g)2 = iFf, T*g)i = if,FT*g).

But this equation implies T*F'g = FT*g for all ge®*, or T*F'^FT*.

Henceforth all quantities will have their significance as in Theorem 1.24.

Theorem IV. P breaks T, if and only if it reduces B. If F breaks T, then

F' = WFW*+F0', where F ó is a projection whose range is included in

9i* = §2e2ft(9î) and for any such F', TF^F'T.

We first show that if P reduces B, then WFW* is a projection. WFW* is

obviously a limited symmetric transformation. We must show that (WFW*)2

= WFW*. To do this we prove that EFW*=FW*. Let W*' be the contrac-

tion of W* with domain 9Î • + • 9î*.f Since the domain of JF*'and also W*

are linear, W*' is linear and also limited since W* is limited.

Since, by hypothesis, P reduces B, and by Theorem 1.24, W*T = B = T*W,

FW*'T = FW*T = FB ÇBF = T*WF.

Thus, since E is the projection on 9Jî(9î), we have

EFW*'T = FW*'T,

or EFW*'f=FW*'f, /e9i. But for ge9î*, W*'g = W*g = 0 and EFW*'g
=FW*'g = 0. Now an element of 9Î- + -9Î* is the sum of an element of 9Î

and an element of 9Î*, and we can conclude

EFW*' = FW*'.

But 9? • + • 91*, the domain of this transformation, is everywhere dense in

^>2. Hence by Theorem 1.19, it has a unique closed extension and thus

EFW*=FW*, since both are closed and EFW*^EFW*' and FW*12FW*'.
Now

iWFW*)2 = iWFW*)iWFW*) = iWF)iW*W)iFW*) = iWF)iE)iFW*)

= iWF)iEFW*) = iWF)iFW*) = iW)iFF)iW*) = WFW*.

Hence by (S) Theorem 2.36, WFW* is a projection. Now since the domain

of B is the same as that of P, P/e£) if /e£>. We also have, since B = W*T and

E' = WW* is the projection on the closed linear manifold determined by 9Î,

TF = E'TF = iW)iW*TF) = WBF12 WFB = WFW*T.

Now conversely let us suppose that F breaks P and let F' be as in Defi-

nition I. Then by Theorem III, we have

t SK • + -9Í* contains every element which is the sum of an element of SR and an element of 91*

and only such elements.
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FT*T ç T*F'T ç T*TF.

One infers from this that F reduces T*T = BB and hence, by a simple appli-

cation of (S) Theorem 8.1, that F reduces B.

Let F break T. Now suppose F' is such that TF^F'T. Then F' is in the

form stated in the theorem. For we have for all/eS),

TFf = WFW*Tf = F'Tf.

Hence WFW*f=F'f, féft.
Now let 77 be the contraction of WFW*, with domain 9t. Since 5R and

WFW* are linear, 77 is linear. Let K be the contraction of F', with domain

9Î. It is also linear, and from the above we have that H = K. Applying Theo-

rem 1.19, we have

H = K,

and this transformation has domain 9Jî(9î). It is also a contraction of WFW*

and F'. Hence since the range of E' is 9Jc(9î),

WFW*E' =F'E'.

But it follows from Theorem 1.24 that W*E' = W*. Hence

WFW* = F'E'.

But (S) Theorem 2.37 now yields, since WFW* is a projection as shown above,

F'E' = E'F' and hence WFW* = E'F' and

(7 - E)F' = F' - E'F' = F' - F'P' = 7"(7 - £').

Hence by (S) Theorem 2.37, (I-E')F' is a projection and its range is in-

cluded in £2e9Jc(Sc)=9c*. Let F¿ =(I-E')F'; then

F' = E'F' + (I - E')F' = WFW* + F0'.

Conversely, since the range of WFW* is included in the range of W,

M(SR), if Fi is a projection, whose range is included in §209Jc(9î) =9c*, then

F' = TFFIF* + Fo'

is a projection by (S) Theorem 2.37 and

TF 3 WFW*T = (WFW* + P0')F = F'T.

We have thus shown that if F breaks T, F' must be in the form stated

and any such F' will satisfy the definition of breakage.

Theorem V. If T is a closed linear transformation in §, with domain every-

where dense in $, then F reduces T if and only if it reduces B and W.
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Now if F reduces T, it breaks T, since we may take F' = P, and hence

it reduces B and we obtain by the previous theorem

F =F' = WFW* +F0',

where F ó is a projection, whose range is included in 91*, and hence W*F' = 0.

Also in the proof of the previous theorem we have shown that EFW* =FW*

and so we obtain

W*F = W*iWFW* + Fo') = W*WFW* + W*F0' = EFW* + 0 = FW*.

Since the domain of W* is §, this yields that F reduces W*.

But if P reduces W*, it reduces W, since the equation FW* = W*F implies

by taking adjoints W**F=FW** or WF=FW.

On the other hand if P reduces both B and W, it reduces P. For since

the domain of B is X), the domain of T, and since F reduces B, FfeX) for all

feX) and
TFf = WBFf = WFBf = FWBJ = FTf.

Theorem VI. Let T be as in Theorem 1.24. Then there exists a set of linear

transformations {P,-}, i = 0, ±1, ±2, ■ ■ ■ , each closed and limited with a

limited inverse, with domain £>< and range 9Î,-, such that S),- ±X),and 9Î,- J-9î,-/t»r

for i?*j and such that for aUfeS^i,
00 00

f = Ff+Hfi,        fi&i,       Tf = £ TifiA
—00 —00

where F is the projection on the manifold of zeros of T.%

We take any set of numbers {«<} such that i = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • , «,->«,-

if i>j, limi_0Oa,-=0, lim,^«,«,-= oo. We let P, = P(a,) — P(a,_i), where £(X)

is the resolution of the identity corresponding to P. Now it is shown in (S)

Theorem 5.9 that the range of P,- is in the domain of B which is X), the do-

main of P. Hence we may take P.- as the contraction P, with domain the

range of P,-.

It is also shown in the proof of (S) Theorem 5.7 that P.- is a projection

and that the ranges of P.- and P,- for if*j are mutually orthogonal or that

X)i ±X)j. In the proof of (S) Theorem 5.9 we learn that

(1) \\BFif\\2=   ra<X2¿||E(X)/||*.

_ J «.-i

t This equation is also to imply that Tf has a meaning if and only if the expression on the right

has a meaning.

% Theorem VI compensates in the study of the inverses of contractions of T for the lack of com-

pactness of Hubert space. In treating certain types of partial differential equations, it has been pos-

sible to use spaces of the Banach type having a species of compactness. Cf. J. Schauder, Mathe-

matische Annalen, vol. 106, pp. 661-721.
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Hence we have that

a?-x(\\E(ai)f\\2 - ||£(a,--i)/||2) = \\BFif\\2 g «,2(||F(«.-)/||2 - \\Eiai-i)f\\2).

Now if /is in the range of F,-, it is by (S) Theorem 2.37 perpendicular to the

range of 75(a<_i) and furthermore E(ai)f=f. Hence for all ftXi,

(2) «/Lill/H2 Ú \\Bif\\2 fk a?\\f\\2.

Since iorfeXi,

\\T4=\\Tf\\=\\Bf\\=\\Bif\\,

(2) yields that F< is limited with a limited inverse, and since its domain is a

closed linear manifold, it is closed.

Now (S) Theorem 5.8 tells us that ÜD¿ reduces B and hence by Theorem

IV we have that F< breaks T.

We will show that 3t,±3cí, Í9*j. For let TifMt and Tfge%. Hence F,/=/,

Fig= g- Now since T and B are isometrically equivalent, and F, and F, re-

duce B,

iTif, Tjg)t = iBif, B,g)i = iBiFif, Bfigh = tF<B<f,Fß,g) = 0,

since the ranges of F< and F, are mutually orthogonal.

By Definition 5.1 (S),

CO

P + ZF,-=F+      lim      (E(an) - E(a-m)) = F + I - E(0) = I - E(0-),
—oo a"~"»>a—m-*0

remembering that F is the manifold of zeros of B. Since B is not negative

definite ((S) Definition 2.14), (S) Theorem 5.12 yields that £(0-) =0. Hence

oo

P+5>< = 7.
-co

Hence for any/e^i,

/ = F/+¿7V = p/+¿/,-,

letting Fif=fi,fitXi.
Since BFf=0, B is linear and lim,_w a,- = 0,

JV JV

Z Bifi = Z BiEiai) - £(«i_i))/ = ££(<*„)/ - lim   PP(a,)/
—M —00 ,'->—«>

= P£(a„)/ - lim BEiat)f = P£(an)/ - lim P(£(a.) - F)/.
a,—>0 or,—>0

Since P is not negative definite, (S) Theorem 5.12 yields F = 7i(0), and by

Theorem 5.9 (S),
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Hence

Il£(£(«,-) - £(0))/||2 =    f "' X2¿||£(\)/||2 ¿ a?
J o

lim P (£(«,-) - F)f = lim B (£(«,-) - £(0))/ = 0,
a,—»0 ai->0

and from (3) we get
,v

T.Bifi = BiEian)f).

Since B is not negative definite, (S) Theorem 5.12 yields Ei~N) =0 for

N >0. Let AN = i - N, aN) ; then

oo N /    N \

£ Bifi = lim   S Bifi = lim (  E BjA - lim BE(- N)f
_„ AT-.00   _M iV-«\  _„ / AT-»»

= lim P(£(an) - £(- #))/ = lim BE^N)f.
JV-.» JV-»oo

Now lim„.oo a„= co, and in the proof of (S) Theorem 5.9, it is shown that the

limit on the right exists if and only if Bf exists, and if Bf exists, then this limit

equals Bf. Hence

Bf = ¿ Bifi.
—oo

Now since W is isometric on 9J?(9î6),

CO

Z WBifi
—00

converges if and only if X^-»P./< converges, and hence since the domain of T

is the same as the domain of B if and only if feX), and whenfeX), we have

oo oo oo

Tf = WBf = W £ Bifi = Z WBifi = £ Tifi,
—00 —CO —00

since W is continuous.

Theorem VII. Let T be a closed and linear transformation from §i to §2,

with domain everywhere dense in §i. T* exists and is a closed linear transforma-

tion from §2 to §i, with domain everywhere dense in §2 iTheorem 1.13). //

9Jîie^i and 9Jî2€§2 are the ranges of two projections Pi and F2 and are such that

(1) iffeX),thenFifeX);
(2) iffeX)*,thenF2feX)*;
(3) iffeWli-X), then TfeWl2;
(4) iffeVRi-X)*, then T*ftWi;

then Pi breaks T and TFif=F2Tffor allfeXi.
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Due to condition (1), if we can prove that TFxf=F2Tf for every feX, the

theorem follows. From condition (3) we notice that for allfeX,

F2TFxf = TFxf.

Now if ftX, and gtX*, we have by condition (2)

iTFif - F2Tf, g)2 = iFtTFif - F2Tf, g)2 = (77V - Tf, F2g)2

= (Fif - f, T*F2g)i.

But Fi/"-/í§i09Jci, while by (4) F*Fge9Jci. Hence for allfeX, geX*,

((77V - FiT)f, g)2 = 0.

But jD* is everywhere dense in §2, hence for every feX,

TFif = ¿V7/.

6. Functions of class 77

Let 5 be a bounded connected open region. Let Sx denote the projection

of S on the z-axis, Sv denote the projection of 5 on the y-axis. We shall use

the symbol Wi(F) to denote the linear measure of a linear set.

Definition II. A function f=fix, y) shall be said to be of class H on S

isymbolically feHi), if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. It has a summable square and has almost everywhere first and second par-

tial derivatives of summable square on the region S.

2.a. There exists a set Tv on the y-axis, such that Ty ç Sy, mxiSy — Ty) = 0 and

if yeTy, then fix, y),fx(x, y) andfy(x, y) are absolutely continuous functions of

x, defined for all x such that (x, y)eS.

2.b. There exists a set Tx on the x-axis, such that TxcSx, mx(Sx — rx) =0,

and if xeTx, thenf(x, y),fx(x, y) andfvix, y) are absolutely continuous functions

of y defined for all y such that ix, y)eS.

For /and gtEs, let

11/ - g\2 = ff ( I / - g i2 +1 /» - g. I2 +1 u - g* V +1 /-- - í-.|2

+ !/*»- gxv I2 + I fvx - gyx \2 + | fw + gvv \2)dS.

Lemma. Given a sequence of functions {/(n)} ,/(n)e77„ such that

lim   ||/<»> - /<»>|| = 0.
H+m—.«

Then there exists anfeH,, such that

lim ||/ - /("'Il = 0.
U-+O0
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The sequence {f™} is convergent in the mean, hence there exists, by the

Riesz-Fischer Theorem, a function/i,i of summable square such that

lim   f f I fl]x - /,,i \2dS = 0.

But by Fubini's Theorem, we have that

I  I   |/«% — ft.t | dS -    I    dy I       |/x%-/i.i| ¿*,

where 5i(y) denotes the set of points in 5 whose ordinate is y. Now^if we set

4>«(y) =    I       I fx.x(x, y) - fi.iix, y) \ dx,
J S(v1

we see from the above that

lim   f  I 4>niy) - 0\2dy = 0.
n—►«   *j S

Hence by the Riesz-Fischer Theorem, there exists a subsequence {\(/n} of

{#„} (and a corresponding subsequence {g(n)} of the sequence {/(n)}), and

a linear set Cx,x, Cx,xcSv for which >»i(5v-Cxx) =0, such that if yeC'x,x,

then

(1) 0 = lim ^n2(y)  =   lim    I       | gx,xix, y) - /i,i(x, y) \2dx.
H—»oo n—»»   J S(y)

Now the sequence {g¿¿} converges in the mean also, to some function of

summable square/i,2, and in a similar manner, we can find a subsequence

{h(n)} of the sequence {g(n)} and a set C'x,y çSx, miiSx — C',„) =0, such that

for xeCIiB,

(2) lim   J        | hx\ix, y) - /i,2(x, y) \2dy = 0.

The sequence {Âx(n)| converges in the mean. Hence by the Riesz-

Fischer Theorem, there exists a subsequence {&i<n)}, a function/x, and a

set S'&S, mS' = mS, such that on S'

(3) lim kx    = fi.
n—»«

Now let r„(n) correspond to/(n) as Tv did to / in the definition of a func-

tion of class H on 5. Let Cx,x denote CX¡XHTVM. One can readily verify that
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mx(Sy — Cx,x)=0.    Similarly,   we  define Cx,x = C'x,yîlTxin) and obtain

mx(Sx — Cx,y) =0.

Now since m(S'(CXlVXCx,x)) =mS9*0, there is a point P: (a, b)eS'(Cx,y

XCXtX). Let Sx consist of all points (x, y)eS such that either ytCx>x or xeCx,v.

Let Q:(xo, yi)eSx- Then we can connect P and Q by a polygonal line V,

PRxRt ■ ■ ■ RnQ, such that each segment PPi c Si, RíRí+x c St, RnQ c Sx and

each segment is parallel to an axis.

Now if a segment of T is parallel to the ¿-axis, it follows from (1) that/1,1

is measurable (linearly) along the segment and has a summable square, by

the Riesz-Fischer Theorem. Hence /i,i is also summable since for a finite

interval the summability of the square implies the summability of the func-

tion. Similarly along a segment of T parallel to the y-axis,/i,2 is summable by

(2). Thus we may define

(4) MQ) =fxiP)+ fjx.xdx+fx. ¡dy.

We now show that the definition of fxiQ) is independent of the choice of

T or of P, in fact that fx(Q) =fx(Q), whenever the former is defined.

For, suppose RiRt+i is a segment of T, paraUel to the z-axis, i.e., P< is

(xi, y), Ri+x is (xt, y), yeCx,x. Since CX,X2.TXM, fx,s(x, y) is absolutely con-

tinuous, and

(5) I   /.?»(£, y)dí = fxn\xx, y) - fx\xt, y),

and by Schwarz's Inequality (remembering that {kM} is a subset of {/(n)})>

I *.<"J (xx, y) - fxixx, y) - (ké* (xt, y) - /.(*,, y)) \2

I/:(*,w(f, y) - /i.i(«, y))dt

I h7.Jfo y) - /M(|, y)
x.

ua

Since {k(n)}ç{gM}, it follows from (1) that

(6) lim | (kx™ (xi, y) - fx(Xl, y)) - (*,»> (x2, y) - fx(x2, y)) \2 = 0.
n-»oo

If, on the other hand, P,P,+i is parallel to the y-axis and if R¡ = (x, yi),.

R,+x = (x, yi), xeCx,y, we obtain similarly

(7) lim | (W> (*, yi) - fx(x, yi)) - (*,<»> (*, y2) - /,(*, yi)) \2 = 0.
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Now either (6) or (7) applies to PPi. We also have by the choice of P : (a, ¿>)

lim k¿n^(a,b) = fxia,b).
M—»oo

Hence
lim kx™ (Pi) = fx(Ri).
n—*»

Similarly, we may continue to apply either (6) or (7), obtaining

lim W> (P.) = /x(P,),    Hm *i») (Q) = fxiQ).
n—» « n—» oo

But the limit of the sequence is independent of both P and the choice of T.

We have also shown that

MQ) = MQ)

wherever the former is defined.

Recalling (3), that mSi = mS, and the Riesz-Fischer Theorem, we obtain

that

0 = lim    f f   \ ¿¿n) - fi\2dS = lim    f f \ k¿"> - ft \2dS

= îim r r i *,<-> - fx\2ds = îim r r i ¿^ - /,i2¿s,
n—» oo   J  J s, *-* °o   «/   */ g

as well as the fact that /x has a summable square. These two facts readily

yield, by Schwarz's Inequality, that

0 á lim inf (  f f \ /„<»> - /. \2dS J

á lim sup lim (   f f I /*<»> - ¿J"» + fei») - /« |2¿5 )

¿ lim sup lim sup (   f f | /,<»> - W0 |2¿S )     + (  f f I ¿*(m) - /. |2¿5 )

= Hm ( r r i/i«) - ^im> i2^) +o = o.

In a similar fashion we may establish the existence of two sets S2, So,

S2çS, S0ÇS, mSi = mSo = mS, and of two functions/,, and/, such that

MQ) = MP%) +  ff*.idx + fi.idy,      lim   f f | /,<«> - /„ \*dS = 0,
and
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/ » /(Pa) +  ffxdx + f2dy,     lim   f f | /<»> - /|2dS = 0.
J r n—»»   J  J s

Now if a sequence of functions, defined on a finite linear interval, con-

verges in the mean, and if a second sequence of functions, each of which is

an indefinite integral of the corresponding function in the first set, is such

that it converges at a single point, the second sequence converges in the

mean.

This proves that Ci can be taken in such a manner that Ci 2CI>a; when

one considers the defining equations above and their analogue in the proof

of the existence of /. Hence C,c Cx,x. In a similar manner, we take CJ in

such a way that Cv'-2Cv,y and obtain that Cy^Cs,v.

We also have, since for y = c, ceCx,x,fx=fx is continuous, that

3/
—ix, c) - fi - /,.
dx

Similarly, for a point whose abscissa is in Cv, »,

df

dy

Finally we see that, on each line of Si, almost everywhere

a2/ d2f
-  = A.ll        -  = /l.2.
dx2 dxdy

These results yield, upon inspection, that/is of class H on S and that

lim H/M - /Il = 0
n—»»

irrespective of any further extension of the definition of/.

7. The space SB

Let us define the inner product of two functions of class H on S as follows :

(U, v)  =    \    j   (UV + UXVX + UyVy + UX,XVX,X + Ux,yVx.y + UV,XVV,X + Uy,vVy ,)dS.

We wish to set up a Hilbert space by means of functions of class H on S

and the above inner product just as this is done in the classical theory, with

S2 and ffuvdS. As is the case of ?2, we are forced to take as our points classes

of equivalent functions.

We set up the classes by means of the following statement: Two function?

u and v belong to the same class if and only if
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||m - v\\ = 0.

We define the sum of two classes as the class to which the sum of an element

of the first class and an element of the second class belongs. The product of a

class and a number c is the class to which c times a function of the class be-

longs and the inner product of two classes/ and g is defined as

(/, g) = («, »)

where u and v belong to/and g respectively. One can readily show by familiar

methods that these definitions yield a unique result in each case.

Theorem VIII.* The space SB, whose elements are the classes defined above

with the above definition of addition, scalar multiplication, and inner product, is

a Hilbert space, f

The completeness of SB is the lemma of the preceding section. The re-

mainder of the proof is immediate and will be omitted.

Turning now to the consideration of equation (A) for functions u of class

H, we have, by Schwarz's Inequality and the boundedness of the coefficients,

(a)   ff \ Liu)\2dS ¿   ff i\ Aio\2 + 2\ Ai,i\2 + ■ • •+ |¿o.o |2)

■(|mxx|2 + |«x.v|2+ • • -+\u\2)dS ¿C2\\u\\*,

where C is a constant.

Thus we see that the functions Liu), ueH„ have a summable square on S.

We can set up the usual space 82 (cf. (S) Theorem 1.24) and corresponding

to the set of P(«)'s we have a subset of S2. Let $ be the closed linear manifold

determined by this subset. We suppose that $ is of infinite dimensionality and

thus is a Hilbert space (cf. (S) Theorem 1.18).

The equation (A) determines a transformation P from SB to $ defined as

follows: If /eSB and u is one of its functional representatives, i.e., uef, then

* For other examples of spaces proposed for the study of partial differential equations, there is

that of O. Nikodym (Journal de Mathématiques, vol. 9 (1933), pp. 95-109) who uses as his scalar

product

(/, «) = SSs<J*Z* +hl, +f.g.)dS
and obtains a simple proof of a theorem of M. Zaremba.

Spaces of the Banach type have been effectively used by J. Schauder (Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 106 (1932), pp. 661-721) in the study of elliptic partial differential equations. Hyperbolic dif-

ferential equations of a special form with initial conditions have been treated by D. C. Lewis (these

Transactions, vol. 35, pp. 792-823) by methods which involve Sr.

The work of Ritz can be regarded as having to do with spaces in which the length of a function

« is the integral J which he minimizes.

t (S) Definition 1.1.
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from the above we see that L(u) is a member of a class g, which is a point in

Í?, and we define Tf=g. Thus it follows from (a) that F is a limited trans-

formation with domain SB and hence T is closed. The range of T is every-

where dense in $, by virtue of the definition of &.

8. Application to differential operators

We are now in a position to apply our results on transformations between

Hilbert spaces to the transformation represented by equation (A). Specifically

we give the significance in terms of functions of Theorems 1.16 and II, which

we may apply since we have restricted our range space to the closed linear

manifold $, in 22, determined by the range of T.

The following notation is useful.

Definition III. w = mu is to mean that w = u almost everywhere on S. If

fitH, and if the sequence {/,•} is such that

lim
m+n—*»

Zfi - E/< = o,

then ^2xfi is to denote the function whose existence is proved by the lemma of

§6.
u' = m+ u" is to mean ||«' —«"|| =0.

We then obtain

Theorem 1.16'. Given the equation (A) of the introduction, and a bounded

connected region S. There exist two orthonormal sets of functions {«,} and

{vi\, Ui and VitH„ such that the corresponding elements in SB are mutually

orthogonal and are such that

(1) a necessary and sufficient condition that ueH, be such that L(u) =m0, is

that
OO «I

u =m+ Z(M> «•■)«<> JLI (u> u>) I2 < °° ;
i i

(2) ifv = m+ S*("> "<) "< and L(v) = m 0, then v = m+ 0 ;

(3) if wtH„ then

OO CO OO CO

W  =m+ Z(W> «<)«< +   XXW> V<)Vi,   X I  (W,«i) |2 +Z I  iW> V<) I2   <   °° •
lit 1

This is of course Theorem 1.16 applied to this special case and then using

the fact that in any closed linear manifold there exists an orthonormal set

complete in the closed linear manifold, for 9Î and §ö9c ((S) Theorems 1.19

and 1.14). If we have given a complete orthonormal set {/¿} in SB and a
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complete orthonormal set {g,} in ® we can actually exhibit the sets «,- and »,-.

For
oo oo

T*g, - Y,(T*gi,fiUi = Z(g.-, P/,)*/,-
)=i i

and {P*g,} determine §09t by Theorems II and 1.16, and by the method in

the note on construction, we can obtain a set which determines 9Î.

We define L*iv) for any v of a class g, which is an element of $, as a func-

tion of class H which is a member of T*g.

Theorem II'. Let {i/',} denote the set obtained by orthonormalizing the set

{Z,*(P(z/,))} where the v, are as in Theorem 1.16'. Then {\pi} determines the

the same closed linear manifold as the set {u,} of Theorem 1.16'. For each ypi

there is a x. such that P*(x>) = m+ ̂ .. A necessary and sufficient condition that a

function w, a member of an element g of $, be such that there is a ueH, for which

Liu)=mw, is that
CO

Z)l (*», x.-)|2 < °°;
i

when w satisfies this condition and
CO

v =m+ Z)(w, XiWi,
i

then Liv)=m w.

This is just the application of Theorem II to the special case treated here.

Theorem II' offers a generalization of the methods of Ritzf in the sense

that it generalizes the formulas upon which actual calculations would be

based.

We have restricted the coefficients to be bounded and upon this assump-

tion the limitedness of this transformation was shown. In the unbounded

cases, some knowledge of the resolution of the identity corresponding to T*T

must be had before results analogous to those of Theorems 1.16' and II' can

be obtained.

The following examples indicate what results are to be expected in apply-

ing the above methods. Let us suppose S is a square of side 2ir with sides

parallel to an axis. We will show that the range of the transformation as-

sociated with

d2u      d2u
Liu) =-1-= v

dx2      dy2

is the whole space ?2. Let v be a function of summable square; then

t Loc. cit.
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» -   £     H ön,m-;  a„,m = — I  I «-«»^«»»»¿S.
n—oo     m=-oo 2lT 2t J  J s

Now when we orthonormalize the sequence {einx+imy) in SB we obtain

< — ( 1 + m2 + n2 + im2 + m2)2)     e*»*M»*t,

Now since X)-»Z)-« Ia« ■•» 12 < °° >

1 + n2 + m2 + im2 + n2)2

(!) ZL l«n,m|2- -< =o,
n>+m.>0 im2 + M2)2

let

(1 + n2 + m2 + im2 + m2)2)1'2   1 e<»»H«.»

X™Zo m2 + n2 2tt (l + «2 + w2+(«2 + »»2)2)i/2

r, ninx+imy

„.+ml>0   27T   m2 + n2

From (1), we see that ueH. and a oox2 / i^ir) +ueH, and hence

Pi
(»oox2

4tt2
uj =mv.

Thus when Pi is restricted to 3B09Ï so that it has an inverse, Theorem

1.25 yields that this inverse is bounded.

However, for the same square in the case of

d2u
Liiu) =-= v,

dxdy

while the range of P is everywhere dense in S2, it is not £2. For we have no dif-

ficulty in finding a w„,m such that

d2un,m
_—   g%nx+\my

dxdy

thus showing that the range determines ?2 and since it is a linear manifold

that it is everywhere dense in £2.

However there is no «eSB such that

d2u
(2) —— = log x,

dxdy

although log x«82. For if u satisfies (2) it is in the form
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u = zy(log x - 1) + X(x) + Y (y),

and one can easily show that d2u/dx2 does not have a summable square.

9. Boundary values of fx and /„

In the remaining sections, we give a method for the solution of boundary

value problems, specifically the problem formulated in §10. We must first

restrict 5 so as to have a boundary which fulfils the following conditions.

Let the boundary B of S be a rectifiable curve such that a polygon PxPt • ■ ■ Pn,

Pi = (xi, yi), with PiPi+x parallel to an axis and the side of a rectangle whose

interior is in S and with the interior of PxPt ■ • Pn in S, can be constructed with

certain vertices on B in such a manner that the arc of B between two vertices which

are successive along the curve is such that either

(A) it is intercepted by two alternate vertices of the polygon Pi and Pi+2 and

if (x, y) is a point of the arc PiPi+2, there is a relationship y = Y'(x), which is

such that Y' is monotonie and single-valued except possibly at a denumerable

set of points, where the continuum of values between the limits on the right and

left are assumed, or

(2) it is intercepted by two successive vertices P¡ and P,+i and (a) x¡ = xj+x

and the arc P,P,+i is given by an equation x = X(y), y,áy=Syf+i, where X(y) is

single-valued and has bounded Dini derivatives or (b) y,+i = y,' and the arc

PjPi+i is given by the equation y = Y(x) where Y is single-valued and has

bounded Dini derivatives. (See the figure.)
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As to the relationship between conditions (1) and (2) it may be pointed

out that a monotonie curve may be rotated into one with bounded Dini

derivatives. It should also be pointed out that these restrictions rule out

comparatively smooth curves with outward pointing cusps.*

We shall suppose from now on that 5 satisfies the above conditions and

that/(x, y)«77s.

Lemma I. Let P,-P,-+i be a segment of the polygon described above. Let us sup-

pose that yi = yi+x and Xi<xi+1; then limv,vjx(x, y) exists for almost every x

such that Xi^x^Xi+x. If xeTx and (x, yi)eS, then limy„Vifx(x, y)=fx(x, yi).

limy,yifx(x,y) is measurable and has summable square on the interval Xi^x^xi+1.

There exists a constant K{ such that

f.
xi+l

| \imfx(x,y)\2dxS Ki\\f\\2.
X{       y—Vi

Now by the specifications on the polygon PiP2 • P„ it is possible to find

a rectangle A = PiPi+1AB, A = (xi+x, a), B = (xit a), whose interior is in S. Let

us suppose a<y(. Now

(1) ff\fx\2dS

exists. By Fubini's Theorem,

/ví / r x*+i, .     \
M        \fx(x,y)\2dxjdy

exists. Therefore there is a y', a^y'<y, such that

(3) P '   | f(x, y') \Hx ̂  —î— f '     P"' I /,(*, y) \2dxdy ^ K™\\f\\2.
J xi yi — aJ a     J xi

Now let A' be the rectangle with vertices P„ P,+i, (*<+i, y'), (*<> /)• Now

A'çA and we have by Fubini's Theorem

(4) ff|/x.v|2d5=  f*   l  fV'\fx.v\2dydx,
V      V   A' V    Xi J yl

and since the summability of the square on a bounded set implies sum-

mability, we have

* However, for our purposes, some outward pointing cusps must be excluded as the following

example shows. Let 5 be the region of points {x, y) such that 0<a;<l, a:'>y>0. One can easily

verify that ull2eH„ and also that the values of ux on the boundary do not have a summable square

with respect to integration along the arc-length.
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„¿5
(5) ///'•»*

exists. On applying Fubini's Theorem, we have that for almost every x,

Xi¿x¿X.-+1, the integral

(6) I    fx.vix, y)dy
J y>

exists and is a measurable function of x for Xi¿x¿xi+i. Now

(7) I f /x(x, y)dy 2¿ (y,- - y')  f *| /,.„(*, y) |2¿y.

The existence of the integral on the right of (4) now implies that the func-

tion of x on the left of (7) is summable and hence the function (6) has a

summable square and

/'  xi+l I     /»y,. 12
I    fx.y(x, y)dy\dx

x, I J y' I

/■ xi+i rvi
\ fx.y(x, y)\2dydx

xi J y'

=    Vi r'\( (   \fx.y\2dS   ¿   K'\\

Now for X(TX and for which (6) is defined and hence for almost every x

such that Xi¿x¿xi+i, we have

lim/,(x,y) = lim (/,(*, y') +  f /,.,(x,$)¿£)

= fx(x,y')+  f \yix,t)dl:.
J     y,

Henee lim¡,^i,,./I(x, y) exists for almost every x such that x¿^x^x,-+i and is

a measurable function with a summable square on the interval x¿ ¿ x ¿ x,+i,

since it is the sum of two functions which are measurable and have summable

squares. Then from (4) and (8), by using the triangle theorem, we obtain

f     ' | lim/,(x, y)|2¿x ¿ K'i\
J xi y—yt
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Lemma II. Let arc PiPi+2 be an arc of the curve B such that case (1) of the

specifications of B applies. Let us suppose that x,<x,+i = x,+2 and y,=y,+i

<y,-+2. Let F(x) be defined as the least of the numbers F'(x) for x fixed* Then

obviously F(x) is a monotonically increasing single-valued function of x, and if

fxix, F(x)) is defined as the limy_r<x) fxix, y), when the latter exists, then

fxix, F(x)) is defined almost everywhere on the interval Xi¿x¿xi+2 and is a

measurable function of x with a summable square on this interval, and there is

a K such that

f. 1 \fx(x, F(x))|2¿x^Z||/||2.

Let us denote the rectangle having P<Pi+i and Pj+iPj+2 among its sides

as A. Then

(1) (Í \fx.y\2dS.

exists. Hence by Fubini's Theorem

/T(x)

(2) |/x.v(x, y)|2¿y

exists for almost every x such that xt¿x¿x,+2 and is a summable function of

x such that

(3)

/• x.+i     /. y{x) c r
dx \fx.y(x,y)\tdy= \fx.v\'dy.

Xi J Vi J  J A-S

Now since the summability of the square implies summability, the exist-

ence of (1) implies the existence of

„,„¿5
'a-s~

(4) if        fx.y
J   J A-S

and by Fubini's Theorem

fx,y(x, y)dx
Vi

exists for almost every x such that x, ¿ x ¿ x,+2 and is a measurable function

on this interval.

Furthermore by Schwarz's Inequality when (2) and (5) exist, which is

for almost every x in the interval x,- ¿ x ¿ xi+2,

* It is to be remembered that Y'(x) is not necessarily single-valued.
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fx.y(x, y)dy   ^ | Yix) - y* |    I       | /..,(*, y) |2dy
Vi •' Vi

rY(x)

^ I y*-* - y A   I       I/*.»(*• y)|2dy.
JVi

Since the function on the right is summable, the function on the left is also,

and furthermore integrating and using (3) we obtain

/■ «w \ r y(x) t \   c C   \       i
I      fx.vix, y)dy   g|y,-+2-y.-|    II     \ fx,v\2dS

xi        I J Vi J  J A-3

(6) *|**-*||WI«.

Remembering that for Y(x) =y,, by Lemma l,fx(x, Y(x)) exists for almost

every such x, we obtain for all x such that xeTx and for which (5) has been

shown to hold and hence for almost every x such that Xi ̂  x ^ xi+2,

fx(x, Yix)) =    lim  fJis, y)

(7) =    lim    (fxix,yi)+   I    fx.v(x, v)dv)
y-*T(nT  \ JVi '

J'Y(x)
fx,v(x,y)dr¡.

Vi

Thus for such an x,fx(x, Y(x)) has been defined. It is known from Lemma I

that fx(x, yi) is measurable and has a summable square and there is a if.

such that

/'xt^-i
\f(x,yi)\2dx^K,\\}\\2.

xi

Now from (7) fx(x, Y(x)) is a measurable function of x with a summable

square, since it is the sum of two functions having this property, and from

(6), (7) and (8) using the triangle theorem, we obtain

/.
>+)fx(x, Yix))\*dx £ K\\f\\*.

Since Y'(x) is monotonically increasing, it follows that if (x, y)e arc PiPi+i,

then there is a relationship x = X'(y) between the coordinates, which is also

monotonically increasing and single-valued except possibly for a denumerable

set of points, where all values between the limits on the right and left are

assumed.
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Lemma III. Let arc PiPi+2 be as in Lemma II. Let X(y) be defined as the

greatest number x, such that F(x) =y. Xiy) is a single-valued and monotonically

increasing function of y. LetfxiXiy), y) be defined as limXH.jr(»)+/*(a;j y) when

the latter exists. Then fxiXiy), y) is defined almost everywhere for the interval

yt¿y¿yi+2 and on this interval is measurable and has a summable square and

there is a K such that

C MM

\fxiXiy),y)\2dy¿K\\f\\2.
v ....

The proof is, by the remark which precedes the lemma, quite analogous

to the proof of Lemma II.

Lemma IV. If (x0, yo)« arcP¿Pj+2 is such that /x(x0, F(x0)) and fxiXiy0),

y0) both exist, thenfxix0, F(x0)) =/x(A7"(y0), y0).

First suppose that yo^y,. Now since

/x(x0, F(x0)) =    lim   /x(x0, y),
y->Y(x,)-

given an «>0, we can find a 8' such that for F(x0) —yè F(x0) — 5'

(1) |/x(xo, F(x0)) -/x(x0, y)| ¿t.

Similarly we can find a 5" such that for X{ya) <x¿Xiy0) + 8",

(2) \fliXiyo),yo)-fx(x,yo)\¿e.

Now for almost every x such that x,:¿ x ¿ xi+2 and all y such that yo>y^ y,-,

\fxix, y) -fxix, yo)\2

(3)

¿\ yo

rv I2
/..»(*, f)¿£

V\ i r\f,«ix,&\*ds

Let

(4)
I C\

g(x,  y)   =        I       I fx.yix, f)
•f tf.

2¿í

Now g(x, y) >0. Let Au be the rectangle x0¿x¿x,+2, y¿i-<y0. Let

(5)

/' xi+, /»x,+j I     /• »

gix,y)dx= I      |/..v(x,{)|2¿{
x, ^ x,        I •/ v.

/• f \ cv     rxi+i
= JJ   |/x.v|2¿5=    J     dfj I /,.,(*, í)|»d*
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Then (5) shows that F(y)—»0 as y—>yo. We also have, for y fixed,

(6) »,{ | y - y» I gix, y) ^ P(y)1'2} è | y« - y | FiyY'2.

Now since F(y)—>0 as y—>y0, we can choose a 5'">0 in such a way that

F(y)1'2<efor |y-y0| <b'".

Now similarly for almost every y such that y0 >y^yi and all a; such that

x0 < x ±S #,+2, we have by the Schwarz inequality,

(7)

Let

I  C x \2

I fx.vix, y) - fxixo, y) | 2 =    I   /».«(»j« y)d?j
\J x, I

¿ | x - Xo\   I    |/..«(fl, y)|2rfV
J x,

h = I   \fx.xiv, y)\2dv,
J x,

(8) Gix) =   r'dyhix, y) =   ["'dy f'\ /,.,(,, y) |2d„

where A, is the rectangle {#o is »7 á= #, yi^yúya]. Now as above G(a;)—»0 as

x—rxo, and we can choose a ôiv such that for x0<x^x0+biv, G(#)1/25ïe. Let

us suppose that e<¿. Let S = min (5', b", b'", Siv) and A be the rectangle

{x0<x^xo+b, y0 — b^y<ya}. Then from (6) by Fubini's Theorem

™x,v{a{ I y - yo I g(«, y) ^ e} } ^   I      mx{ | y - y01 g(*, y) ^ «}dy

(9)

^   I        I y - yo I F(y)1'2áy ^   I      Sedy ̂  52e < id2.
" V,-i J I/o—»

Similarly

(10) ««.„{A- { | * - *o | *(*, y) ^ «}} < 15s-

Hence the intersection 7' of the three sets A, the set for which

(11) | »- *o| *(*, y) < «

holds, and the set for which

(12) | y — y, I gix, y) < e

holds, is by (9) and (10) such that ml'thô*.
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The intersection / of /' and the sets for which (3) and (7) hold is not

empty. Let (x, y) be a point of P From (3) and (12) we obtain

(13) |/x(x, y)-/.(*, y.)| ¿e1'2;

from (7) and (11),

(14) | /x(x, y) - /x(x„, y„) | ¿ ¿'2.

Since S^min (5', ô"), we can apply (1) and (2) which with (13) and (14)

yield

| /x(x„, F(xo)) - MXiyo), yo) \¿2, + 2e"2.

Since e may be taken arbitrarily small we must have

/„(*,, F(x0)) = fxiXiyo), yo).

When y i = y0, we take for the interval for y, when (3) is to be considered,

the interval yo>y^yo — y, where r¡ is chosen so small that the set (x0, y)

(y in the interval) is in the rectangle associated with P,P1+i. The proof is then

quite similar to the above. When x0 = x a similar consideration holds.

Definition IV. /X(P), P e arc PiPi+2, is defined as fxix, F(x)) when

P = (x, F(x)) andfxiP) =/x(Z(y), y) whenP = (Xiy), y).

From the above lemma we see that this definition is consistent.

Lemma V./x(P) regarded as a function of the arc-length is defined for almost

every s which corresponds to a point of arc PiPi+2, and is measurable for this

s interval, and there is a K such that

f        |/x(P)|2¿5á*:||/||2.
J aro P>Pi+,

It is well known that for an arc such as PiPi+2, x = x(s) and y=yis) are

monotonie absolutely continuous functions of s* and that there exist two

functions, Dsx and Dsy, defined for every 5 and such that

ti +  I   Dsxds,   y = y,- +   I   D.yds;

also such that D,x^0 and D,y ^0, D,x being one of the Dini derivatives, and

it will be convenient to suppose in the case treated here that it is Dfx.

Now
N

sx — so = lim sup ^(Axt2 + Ay,-2)1'2,
i

* Cf. Hobson, Functions of a Real Variable, pp. 338-341, especially p. 340, also pp. 596, 411.
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and since xis) and y(s) are monotonie,

N

Sx — So ̂  lim sup ~52iAxi + Ayi) = lim sup (xi — x0 + yx — y a) = xx — x0 + yx — yo
i

or
A*       Ay

1 =-+ — •
As       As

Hence we have for every 5

(1) I =D,x + D.y.

Now*

(2) f     ' |/*(P)|2d* =   f \fxiP)\2D.xds,
"  Xi J arcP,Pi+2

|/x(P)|2dy= \fxiP)\2Dsyds,
y i •*arel» ,•/»,•+,

and |/i(P) 12Dsx and |/*(P) 127>8y are measurable summable functions of 5

defined for almost every s, corresponding to a point of arc PiPi+2. (They are

defined as zero, when D,x and 77»y are zero respectively.) Since D,x+Dsy is

a measurable function of s on the s interval corresponding to arc PiPi+2,

l/iD,x+D,y) is bounded and measurable on this interval and hence

-—— ( | fx(P) \2D.x + | fxiP) \2D,y) = | fxiP) |2
D,x + D.y

is defined almost everywhere and is measurable and summable. Furthermore

by (2) and (3) and Lemmas II and III,

f | fxiP) \2ds^   f | /,(P) 12iD, x + D. y )ds

^ (ÄV + ÄV)||/||2.

If the argument of the preceding paragraph is repeated with/x(P) substi-

tuted for \fxiP) |2, since we have shown that fx{x, F(x)) and/x(A(y), y) are

measurable functions of x and y respectively, in the appropriate interval, we

shall obtain that/x(P) is a measurable function of s. This completes the proof

of the lemma.

Let us suppose now that arc P,P,+i is an arc of B for which case (2) holds.

The proof of the following lemma is quite similar to the proofs of Lemmas II

* Cf. Hobson, loc. cit., p. 665.
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and III above and the reader will find no difficulty in making the slight ad-

justments necessary.  We state it for case (2a).

Lemma VI. Let arc P,-P,+i be such that (2a) holds. Then if limx^x(l,) /x(x, y)

for yj¿y¿yj+i, ix, y)eS, is denoted by fx(X(y), y) when it exists, fxiXiy), y)

is a measurable function of y and there is a K such that

I"'+1\fxiXiy), y)\2dy¿K\\
»>

Lemma VII. Let /X(P), Pe arc P,P]+i, be defined as fx(X(y), y) when the

latter exists. /X(P), Pe arc P,-P,+i, is a measurable function of s defined for almost

every s corresponding to a point of arc P,-P,+i, and there is a K such that

f \fxiP)\2ds¿K\\f\\2.

It is readily seen that y is) is an absolutely continuous function of s with

bounded Dini derivatives and that, conversely, s(y) is such a function of y.

Then in view of Lemma VII, (S) Lemma 6.4 (1) will imply by a well known

result of the theory of changing the variable in a definite integral*

f | /X(P) 12ds =   f Dys I /X(P) |2dy ¿K\\f\\2.
J aroP,P,+, J arcP,P,+ ,

We have shown that for certain possible situations for cases (1) and (2)

of the arcs of B, we may define/X(P), PeB, for almost every value of s in the

appropriate interval, that/x(P) is measurable with respect to s and |/X(P) |2

is summable and that its integral along a piece of the arc is less than a con-

stant times 11/112. Similar considerations hold for/„ and /and it is quite obvi-

ous that the other possibilities which may arise under cases (1) and (2) can

be treated in a similar way, and since B is made up of a finite number of such

arcs which satisfy (1) or (2) we may conclude

Lemma VIII. When /X(P), fy(P) and /(P) are defined as the limits of fx,

fy and f respectively along a line parallel to an axis in the manner described above,

then jX(P), /„(P), f(P) are measurable functions of s defined for almost every s

corresponding to a point of B, with a summable square, and there exist constants

Kx, Ky and Ko (independent off) such that

f | /x(P) \2ds ¿ Kx\\f\\2,    f | fy(P) \2ds ¿ Ky\\f\\2,
J B " B

f\f(P)\2ds¿Ko\\f\\2.
J B

* (S) Lemma 6.3.
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10. Boundary value problem

Definition V. Let the space ® be defined as the space of classes of functions

defined on the boundary and having a summable square with respect to s, two

functions f and g' belonging to the same class if and only if

f\f'-g'\2ds = 0.

Addition and multiplication by a constant are to have their usual significance,

and for f ef and g'eg, if, g) =fBf'g-lds.

That ® is a Hilbert space is a special case of (S) Theorem 1.24, when we

take for E the set, on the 5 axis, which corresponds to points of B.

Theorem IX. Let

Q'f = ßxfi (P) + ßtfi (P) + ßzf'iP),

where the ß's are essentially bounded measurable functions of s defined along B.

Let Q be the transformation from SB to ®, which is such that {/, g} eQ, if and only

if for all functions feu, and f'ef, Q'f eg. Then Q is a limited transformation

with domain SB.

Since the ß's are essentiaUy bounded, measurable functions if /eSB is

given, it follows from Lemma VII that for every f'ef, Q'f exists and there is a

ge®, such that Q'f'eg. Now iif'ef, then/'-/" = ™+ 0 and /'-/" is zero for

almost every line parallel to an axis. Hence Off — Q'f" = m 0 and Q'f "eg. Thus

the domain of Q is SB.

Now let If be a measurable upper bound of the absolute values of ßt,

¿ = 1,2,3. Then

lle/ll2= f l<?y'N*= f(|0i|2 + |/s2|2 + |&|2)
J B J B

• ( I /.' (P) I2 + I /,' (P) I2 + I f(P) \2)ds = 3M2(KX + Ky + Ko)\\f\\\

and Q is limited.

We now state our fundamental boundary value for which we can now

give a method of solution.

Problem. Let L(u) be as in the Introduction, Q'(u) as in the preceding

Theorem, and let 9Jc(9t„) = ©'. Let v be a member of an element of $,w a member

of ®'. Required to find all ueH„ such that

(1) L(u) =mv, Q'(u) =mw.

Let Ei be the projection on the manifold of zeros of the transformation T
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associated with L and E2 that on the manifold of zeros of Q. We can by apply-

ing Theorem II construct I —El = Ei and I—E2 = E2 by means of the method

given in the note on construction, since T and Q are limited. On applying

Theorem II again, we can state that either no u satisfying (1) exists or u

belongs to an element of SB,/, whose projections Exf and E2fwe can calculate.

Furthermore, we know that any u which is in a class/ having the calculated

projections satisfies (1).

Thus our problem becomes to find all elements / whose projections on

two manifolds Exf and E2f are given, when we know a complete orthonormal

set in each manifold. Or given Et, E2, /i and f2, find all / such that

(a) Eif = fu

(b) E2f = f2.

From (a) we obtain

/=/!+(/-   Et)f.

Substituting in (b) yields

(2) E2H - Ei)f = f2 - E2fi.

Now consider the closed linear manifold 9JÎ, determined by the range of

£2(7—Pi). Since £2(/ — Pi) is limited, we can, by using Theorem II, obtain

an orthonormal set which determines 9JÎ. Hence we can determine whether

f2—E2fi is in 9JÎ or not. If f2 — E2fi is not in 9JÎ then (2) has no solutions. If

f2 — E2fi is in 3D?, since £2(7 — Pi) is limited, taking 9JÎ as our range space, we

can apply Theorems 1.16 and II and obtain all/which satisfy (2). Since the

manifold of zeros of P2(7—Pi) includes the range of Pi, we can find all /

which satisfy (a) and (2) or the equivalent set of equations (a) and (b).

If, in the above problem, w is zero, we may shorten the above discussion

by taking as our domain space for P the closed linear manifold of all / such

that Qf=0. A similar remark applies, when v is zero.

Columbia University,
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